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the basis for innovation. An inlbrmation
service, as the authors suggest, is an im-
portant element ot'any plan to manage
change. But change in organizations is
*o*"ii.", slow ant, becauie people are
involved, ofien &fficult. For this reason,
there are two points that the book could
have stressed further and thus increased
its utility to change practitioners and pro-
f'essionals.

First, people are the innovators in or-
ganizational trans{brmation processes.
While the technolory review of chapter 5
wzr-s use{ul, this chapter was an excellent
place to explore various sociocultural
themes of inlbrmation services in innova-
tive organizations. Though social and cul-
tural iisues appear throughout the text,
they might hi"" been intioduced in the
second iection of chapter l, where the
various perspectives ofinnovation are dis-
cussed and detailed. Maybe sociocultural
themes are woven too'tightly with the
existing material to unravel into a separate
chaptei or section, but it would have been
interestins to see the result. Pointers to
the infbr"mation technology literature
could have provided a sufficient review
without loss of continuity.

Second, because the'book itself is in-

an illustration of how the principles and

and Information Science Series. I sin-

mation technologz.-Anthony B. MarI-
dox, Departmnnt of Library and lnforma-
tion Science, Unir:ersity of Califum'ia, Los
Angeles.
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iointly with other researchers.
" 

The book besins with an introduction
to LCSH. The intended audience might

are not presented clearlY.
Chapter 2 provides a detailed descrip-

tion of hachine-readable LCSH. Experi-
enced catalogers can learn much here
about the coding of sublect authority rec-



ords. The subsequent chapter includes
data on subject terms in bibliographic rec-
ords covering all {ields {rom which topical

in the lbrmer.
Chapters 5 through l0 describe re-

search on user rlueries] using the unobtru-
sive method of transaction log analysis.
There are honest accounts of'the dilliculW
of demarcating search sessions and of dis-
tinguishing gibberish fiom serious
searches. The authors' use of the term
"access point" (p. 246) for "search argu-
ment" blurs the distinction between sub-
ject terms provided by catalogers and
those in user queries. Drabenstott and
Vizine-Goetz limit their explanation to
subject searching because they "are reluc-
tant to generalize these normalization
techniqu6s to other access points because
Ithey] encountered so {'ew queries {br cor-
porate names and unifbrm titles in our
itudy' (p. 243); i.e., system designers
should put eflbrt into solving connrlon
problems ofsearching, not rare ones.

In going through chapters 5 through
10, I {bund it {rustrating to read descrip-
tions of search {'ailure fbllowed by fre-
quent references (e.g., onp. l8I) to chap-

ter 11, the recommendations are not star-
tling. The authors, who earlier described
the limitations of browsing alphabetical
arrays of subject headings, propose the
use of search trees, a sequence fbr system
parsing of queries (Iirst looking fbr exact
matches and reporting the results, then
summarizing subdivisions), and finally
presenting options fbr browsing related
terms.

The phrase "related terms" (p. 251)
covers broader, narrower, and related
terms. I disagree with the recommenda-
tion that "[i]i twenty or f'ewer related
terms are available, it . . . makes no sense
to divide them into separate screens fbr
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narrower, broader, and related terms" (p.
25f). A hierarchical display of subject
headings helps orient users to the struc-
ture of the vocabulary (Weinberg 1993).
Numerous search arguments reported in
the book are names of broad disciplines.
In a high percentage ofcases, users actu-
ally require terms many levels narrower,
but none of the system enhancements
proposed addresses multilevel hierarchy.

The excessive number of "related

terms" fbr a single subject heading ofien
emanate.s {rom LCls failure to fbllow the-
saurus principles (NISO 1994). For exam-
ple, "Libraries and Television," a narrower
term of "Television" in LCSH,I'ails the "is
a" test; the compound expression is not a
type of television. Numerous cases of
search f'ailure reported in the book result
{rom poorly formulated headings or miss-
ing cross-re{'erences in LCSH,

The authors present excellent sugges-
tions Ibr enhancing subject authority rec-
ords, e.g., to identi{y headings that fbllow
a pattem. I hope that LC staff members
will study the book care{ully and make
necessary changes to LCSH. Some ofthe
recommendations fbr change, such as re-
Iining the coding of subdivisions in LCSH,
would increase the complexity and hence
the inconsistency of MARC databases.
These recommendations are made under
the rubric "exact approach," which might
better have been termed "categorized ap-
proach." "The Future of Subject Head-
ings fbr Online In{brmation Retrieval" is
treatedin chapter 14; the consensus is that
"LCSH is here to stay'' (p. 332). The
authors are not sanguine that the system
will be revamped, however.

The book covers the research litera-
ture on subject headings well; sometimes
the original source ofan idea is not cred-
ited. For example, the authors cite Chan s
1972 papea which "suggested modifica-
tions to period subdivisions to help auto-
mated systems {ile them in the proper
chronological order" (p. 189). Harris
(f970, 170-71) proposed such modiftca-
tions earlier. The authors cite papers {iom
the in{brmation science literature that
deal with LCSII and OPACs. Studies of
searching thesaurus descriptors in online
serial databases are potentially relevant
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but not cited; conversely, Drabenstotts
work is relevant to that genre.

In data-rich chapters, infbrmation
overload is mitigated by the "synthesis
and Summary" at the end of each chapter.
Some ofthe tables present data in strange
ways: terms for variable data {ields are in
the right-hand column of table 2.2, with
statistics on the le{t. The tables summariz-
ing lindings on subject searching in vari-
ous online catalogs show the totals in the
center column and data for individual sys-
tems on the right (e.g., table 7.2).

The anonymous index is substantial
but has numerous flaws. First, it is incom-
plete: important topics, such as double
posting, are not represented. The index is
inconsistent in two ways: some topics do
not have a complete set of locators, and
the arrangement of headings alternates
between word-by-word (Form subdivi-
sions; Format integration) and letter-by-
letter (Online catalogs; Online catalog use
studies).

Many of the problems with subject
searching discussed in the text inhere in
the index: (a) excessioe postings: the entry
"Retrievals, too many'' has 26 locators,
including ranges, covering 39 pages-
more than 107o ofthe book; (b) d.ebll.nillne
cross-references: the index has chains oT
ref'erences, e.g., "Local formats, see Inter-
nal fbrmats; Internal {brmats, see Process-
ing lbrmats," and many of the headings to
which the reader is sent are not exact
matches to those in the cross-rel'erence;
(c) lack of access to aII uords in headings,
"subject Heading System/Thesaurus
Codes" (p. 50) is not indexed under "The-
saurus," the most important term in the
string; (d) poor syndetic structure: there
is no link, {br example, between NACO
and National Coordinated Cataloging Op-
erations. Also complicating the reader'.s
use of the index is the lack of double
posting, the conversion of see references
to entries lbr headings with one locator.
There are {brmatting {laws as well, notably
bad breaks-pages that begin with sub-
headings, without continued lines for
headings.

This is an important book with much
valuable data. It deserved more careful
editing and especially a more thorough

index, to enhance the reference value of
the work. I believe that it will be used
primarily by researchers to check the
prior literature and to compare their
methodology with that of the authors. The
back cover describes the book as "an in-
dispensable tool for online system design-
ers." I hope this group will read it; Craw-
ford (1996) describes the process of
development of the Eureka end-user in-
terface to the Research Libraries In{br-
mation Network (RLIN): a bunch of peo-
pl" sat around and brainstormed.
Consultation ofthe research literature is
not mentioned.

The most recent work cited in the book
is 1992. The technical reports describe
subsequent research and include more
current re{'erences. There is something
anachronistic about the relationship be-
tween the two reports. The earlier one,
Enhancing, cites the laterone, with a 1994
date and a slight variation in title: Testing
a Neu Design for Subject Searching to
Online Catalogs (p. 87, 101, f46). Logi-
cally, testing would precede enhancing.
The first report (p. 70) uses enhanced
search trees lrom Testing and discusses
the later report's results. 

-

Both reports are largely redundant
with the book in terms of background and
literature citations. Enhancing{bcuses on
subject queries for which online systems
are unable to produce retrievals, using the
same data-and some of the same fig-
ures-as in the book, plus new data fiom
MIRLYN, the University of Michigant
online catalog. Some of the old queries are
reclassilied in the later study (p. 10), un-
derscoring the human interpretation in-
volved.

The authors note the diff'erent mean-
ings of postings data in the various sys-
tems-bibliographic records or subject
headings (p. 20). The variation in the way
commercial systems parse queries is a ma-
jor trap fbr end-users and librarians.
Bruce Cro{i (personal communication)
has observed, however, that such systems
should not be standardized while experi-
mentation is still going on.

Table 4.8 includes satisfaction catego-
ries, and table 4.9 shows the dif{'erence in
meaning between what users input and



what they really want, but interviews are
not mentioned in the description of re-
search methods. The infbrmation seems
to be inlerred fiom subsequent search
arguments. The book makes this clear in
a section called "Match Satisf'action" (p.
14546). Table 4.18 shows that search ar-
guments liequently match title words, but
not LCSH, underscoring the need to re-
view the adequacy of tliat controlled vo-
cabulary

The authors call fbr additional re-
search "to help users and systems differ-
entiate queries fbr subjects . . . fiom que-
ries lbr personal names" (p. 91, 100).
Borderline cases between subiect and
personal names, such as eponyms,.justily
the merger ol subject and name authority
Iiles-a simole solution that would not
require useis to do the triage. Testing
(p. 291-92) reports that when users are
prompted to make the distinction be-
tween name and subject, they sometimes
answer incorrectly. This problem is an ex-
tension of user diflicultywith divided card
catalogs. The authors suggest (Enhancing,
p. 97) that subject headings lbr fictional
characters be nrocessed in two indexes:
personal namei and subjects. Merging the
indexes would obviate the need to do this.

Classification schemes are discussed in
chapter 7 as a means of reducing large
retrievals. Captions {iom the cla^ssification
scheme were displayed to users, and the
number ofrecords retrieved was reduced
in accordance with the selection of the
appropriate discipline. Statistical associa-
tion techniques between classification
and subject heading systems are of limited
value {br subiect intlexing, in my opinion,
because LCSH and bibliographic cla^ssifi-
cation schemes have such diff'erent struc-
tures-one has concrete topic as the in-
itial element, whlle the latter selects
discipline as primary f'acet-the a^ssocia-
tion of the two means little. Furthermore.
multiple LC subject headings can be ana-
Iytical, while a class number designed fbr
shelving cannot be. If you retrieve the
most fiequent class number, you haven't
solved the problem of too manyhits, as the
authors note fbr "Pornography''-907o in
class HQ. Truncation of class numbers,
the authors suggest, retrieves even more
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records. The data show how inconsistent
the two major schemes are in placing a
concrete topic within a discipline: Dewey
classes the majority of works on acid rain
in the social sciences, while LC puts
most of them in technology (Enhancing,
p. 1I7). Noting that the titles a^ssigned a
subject heading might all have dill'erent
class numbers, the authors conclude that
this is a "hit  or miss proposit ion" (p. 136).

Third-level classi{ication captions are
considered as a device {br narrowinq
searches, although Iirst-level narrowei
terms were the only technique employed
lor LC SH . Using classi{ication to increase
retrieval simulates a well-known user
strategr: search a term, {ind a call number,
and go to the shel{.

Chapter 8, "Highlights ol'Project Ac-
tivities," is {bllowed by numerous appen-
dices listing the class numbers associated
with selectid subject headings. No I'ea-
ture headings (captions) are provided.
Rank order (high to low frequency) would
have been more appropriate than alpha-
numeric order by class number, given the
{bcus ofthe study.

Testing a Neu Design for Subject
Access to Online Catalogs reports on an
experimental online catalog called
ASTUTE (A Search Tree Underlying the
Experiment), designed to implement
Dribenstott'.s ideas ind test their ietrieval
elT'ectiveness. The catalog included bibli-
ographic records and subject authority re-
cird.s. Diacritics were deleted in the'lbr-
mer because they "could adversely a{I'ect
retrieval" (p. 27); multiscript online cata-
logs are currently being marketed, but
accents on Latin characters still nresent
problems.- 

The project team had to clean up the
records, which included incorrect tags
and canceled subject headings. Not cor-
recting these problems would have cre-
ated a more realistic environment lbr ex-
perimentation: catalog maintenance is
ieriously neglected today. fhe researchers
created a new category for lbrm subdivi-
sions, separating them from topical subdi-
visions. They converted coded data {rom
the 008 control field (e.g., illustrations,
biography) to English-language equiva-
lents that could be used in subiect
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searching. They also wrote a program to
generate reciprocals of broader terms in
LC authority records and add them as
narrower terms to the appropriate rec-
ords. The assumption of the study is in
the introductory sentence of chapter 4:
"The subject terms users enter into online
systems possess certain characteristics
that reveal the subject searching ap-
proaches most likely to succeed . . . ." If
this were true, there would be a higher
success rate.

Chapter 5 enumerates the desired I'ea-
tures of the relational database manage-
ment system sought lbr ASTUTE, w'ith
speed of retrieval the main consideration.
FoxPro 2.0 wa^s selected. ASTUTE was
composed of two catalogs: the Blue Test
System, governed by search trees, and the
Pinstripe System, in which subject search-
ing approaches were selected randomly.
The flow diagrams fbr search trees {bund
in the book are reproduced in the report.
In ASTUTE, broad.er term andnarrotaer
term relationships are misleadingly called
"slnonyms" (figure 5.3). The handling of
related terms is not described. The term
specialized subtopics, which is used for
subdMsions (p. 69-70), implies narrower
terms.

In contrast to the prior studies based
only on transaction log analysis, in AS-
TUTE, users were informed that they
were participating in an experiment. They
were asked three presearch questions re-
lating to their {iequency of use of com-
puter systems and their major field of
sfudy, as well as eleven postsearch ques-
tions comparing the performance of the
Blue Test and Pinstripe systems. The
authors review prior studies that compare
online systems, ind they detail the reaions
fbr rejecting human intermediaries as in-
terviewsl*-sssentially cost (p. f02). Li-
brarians as well as end-users tested the
system; the fbrmer were interviewed. Us-
ers were given three values for relevance
rating: "useful," "possibly useful," and
"not useful" (p. 111). Elsewhere the val-
ues "very uselul" and "somewhat useful"
were given (p. 167), which could be inter-
preted dill'erentlv.

A pretest oI'the comparison search ex-
periment was conducted on library sci-

ence students (not representative of end-
users), and chanqes were made to the
interf'ace and qu6stionnaires. Owing to
user tampering, the system crashed soon
after installation at the first site. This a{'-
fected the reliability of the data, and a
second, less tamperable system was in-
stalled (p. 123-24). At the second site,
users also played with the system; many
searches were considered corrupted, and
the data liom the first collection period
wa^s disregarded. The hf'e of a researcher
is not easy.

The second data collection period re-
sulted in 507o usable queries^(p. I27).
Quite late, it was discovered that when
users typed an r, the system interpreted it
as an i, resulting in many erroneous terms.
Numerous postsearch responses were
suspect: users repeatedly hit the Enter
key, selecting the same number fbr all
questions. Many queries were unusable
because they were out of scope: one test
site was limited to works on science and
engineering; the second, to history. This
detracts from the real-world nature o{ the
experiment: the challenge of infbrmation
retrieval using LCSH is finding relevant
documents in a multidisciplinary data-
base. The problem of homographs is
much smaller in a database limited to one
discipline.

The researchers' honesty about their
errors and failures is laudable. They admit
having "erroneously included main- and
added-entry fields lbr personal names" (p.
134), when only names as subjects were
within the scope ofthe project. Still, users
rated such records "very useful," indicat-
ing that they were not sure of the difl'er-
ence between an author and a subiect.
Users selected names unrelated to those
they had input and rated the records "very
useful" (p. f34, 146), indicating the com-
plexity of user-based relevance measures.

The researchers in {'act cateqorized
many queries as "playing" and "meaning-
less" (p. 135-36). The early Cranlield ex-
periments were criticized lbr not having
real users' questions. The disheartening
reports of vandalism of an experimental
syitem and meaningless r1u^eries that
waste a researcher'.s time almost warrant a
return to artificial tests on serious users.



The usable data fbr this study increased
when library staff participated.

The examples on page 147 show that
users selected personal name headings
other than those in the query but in the
same alphabetical neighborhood. At an
ASIS Annual Meeting, Drabenstott ob-
served that if users don't find the term
they are seeking, they think that the one
alphabetically adjacent to it will deal with
the desired topic. (Bring back the human
intermediary!) The researchers express
their discouragement and skepticism
about the reliability of end-users' rele-
vance assessments (p. 149).

One possible reason for the prepon-
derance oI "very use{ul" assessments is
the ease ofpressing the Enter key. Alter-
native methods of eliciting a deliberate
selection of a rating are suggested (p.
150). Users also repeatedly selected the
{irst-listed response on the postsearch
questionnaire and even on the presearch
questionnaire; the researchers fbund the
number of computer science majors
searching the history database suspect (p.
156).

The linding that "the longer queries
were, the less likely the experimental sys-
tems would make a match" (p. 163) con-
trasts with studies ofindexing and search-
ing that have lbund that the more words
you put in, the greater the likelihood of
hits. The reason for the opposite in the
online catalog environment must be the
implied Boolean AND. Other interesting
Iindings: users displayed more titles when
{'ewer were retrieved (p. 166) and gave
inconsistent relevance assessments fbr ti-
tles displayed twice. The assessments
were more positive when the records were
redisplayed, and it was decided to accept
the linal one.

Chapter I explains calculation of the
precision ratio: the number of "very use-
{'ul" ratings divided by the number of dis-
played titles. Results were higher {br the
Blue System at one site and for Pinstripe
at the second. For those de{'ending human
indexing, this linding is significanl: preci-
sion scores {br controlled vocabularywere
much higher than {br free text in both
systems. The estimated recall statistics are
suspect, but the authors could not exam-
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ine every document in the collection to
qet a true measure. From an analysis of
Ihe postsearch questionnaire it was'found
that most users pre{'erred the BIue Sys-
tem.

Failure analysis of searches is dis-
cussed in chapter I0. User display of too
f'ew titles is one cause: another is that
users terminated searches too early, be-
{bre all the exact search options were pur-
sued. The researchers speculate that the
results were too complex fbr users to un-
derstand, and they were confused about
which option to pursue (p. 205). On pages
214-17, user I'rustration with a series of
searches that took 30 seconds each is de-
scribed.

In discussing speci{icity of user que-
ries, the researchers express surprise that
titles containing the term in the r1uery
received negative relevance assessments.
They speculate that "the topic that users
had in mindwas not quite the same as the
subjects ofthe queries" (p. 200). Under-
scoring apoint made above, I recommend
that the hierarchy of subject headings be
displayed before the exact match. A case
in point is on page 267: A user searching
"heat transf'er" gave negative ratings to all
42 titles displayed for an exact match on
this cross-reference, but rated a-s "use{ul"
a high percentage of titles {br the nar-
rower term "Heat exchangers." I believe
that many users don't understand that
LCSH does not provide detailed indexing.
Enhancing, table 5.3, presents data on
multiword searches in subject-specific da-
tabases, such as Medline, but the authors
note that some queries still got no hits.

A{ier analyzing searches that I'ailed as
a result of vocabulary problems, the re-
searchers call {br automatic truncation,
best match, and removal of punctuation.
The discussion of search l'ailures attribut-
able to multiple f'actors is particularly in-
teresting. It is commendable that the re-
searcheis admit that an alohabetical
display ofsubject headings adjaaent to the
search argument would be better in some
cases than search trees (p. 2I3), and rec-
ommend that some o[ the exact-search
option menus be skipped-lust show the
user some titles (p. 217). The authors'
admission of an oversight in the design of
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the experimental catalogs-double post-
ing of hyphenated words was not imple-
mented (p. 3f2)-is in contrast to the
glowing reports one generally reads of
such systems.

Repeatedly, the authors express sur-
prise that users did not select the "Display
titles general works" menu option #ier
the system led them to a specific term that
seemed right on target. I think users mis-
intelpreted this option as taking them
back to the beginning, rather than as a
heading without subdivisions. In the table
summarizing the reasons {br unsuccessful
searches, "Vocabulary of user queries" (p.
231) has the highest percentage afier da-
tabase f'ailure (i.e., topic out ol scope) in
the system based upon controlled vocabu-
lary. The authors recommend adding a
golsee list bearing alternative terminologlz
(p. 316). The Art b Architecture Thesau-
rus (1994) includes variant word forms in
its syndetic structure; so could LCSH.

Displaying titles was the most lre-
quently selected browsing option; I'ew
users took advantage of the offer of
broader and narrower terms or subdivi-
sions (p. 259) The researchers admit that
the Expand option might have been mis-
interpreted by some users (p. 268); they
recommend experimenting with under-
standable terminology and the design of
simple menus (p.272). The authors ob-
serve that users might not have known
how to backtrack; a general principle of
interf'ace design is that such instructions
should always be displayed.

I think it was a mistake not to separate
the results lbr librarians lrom those for
end-users. In any case, the librarians'
comments and suggestions are very inter-
esting. Particularly notable is the observa-
tion, "'Expand' capability seems like a
'black 

box ' I sure would like to know what
it is doing" (p. 300). This is another basic
principle of search interl'ace design: tell
users hr-rw they got there. The recommen-

do in a study. Chapter 12 concludes with

redesigned search trees, except fbr per-
sonal-name subject queries.

The spiral-bound, desktop published
reports are attractively fbrmatted, with
well-positioned running heads. With I'ew
editorial flaws, thev are easier to read than
the typeset book.'Regrettably, however,
neither of these reports is indexed, and
they both have only end-of'-chapter re{'er-
ences. Few people read technical reports,
and Drabenstott recognizes the need to
republish such gray literature in order lbr
the work to get attention.

One of the goals of the project was to
disseminate the research {indings through
publications in the professional literature.
The Testing project was described by Dra-
benstott and Weller (1994) belbre the
testing was actually done. A paper called
published by Drabenstott in 1996, cites
Testing but not the Enhancing repoft.
Thatjournal article does not seem to be a
summary of the renort with the same title
because it does n^ot deal with classifica-
tion. When research is republished in
multiple versions, it is important to indi-
cate when a paper is a summary of a tech-
nical report (and, if so, cite it), whether it
reports new inlbrmation, etc

Drabenstott and her coauthors present
a detailed analysis of subject heading
structure and display in the published
works. These works show how complex a
single general precoordinate system is.
Linking it to multiple specialized thesauri
designed {br postcoordination is ex-
tremely complex. As the Internet grows, I
hope that this research will be applied to
enhance end-user subject searching,
without eliminating the human catalogei,
indexer, or search intermediary.-Bella
Hass Weinberg, Dioision of Li.bran1 antl
Information Science, St John's (Jniuer-
sity, Jamaica, Neu York.
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Librarians looking for atextbook intro-

duction to the main issues involved in
providing in{brmation services using geo-
graphic in{brmation system (GIS) tech-
nology will want to look elsewhere be{bre
tackling this volume. With some excep-
tions, this is a book that will best serve
those with prior knowledge of GIS. At its
best. it makes a valuable contribution to
the advanced literature of digital libraries
and fills a gap in the Iiterature fbr the more
experienced practitioner, whether librar-
ian, GIS specialist, or other interested
party. At its weakest, it suffers from the
same faults as many edited proceedings;
overall, the chapters do not come together
to fbrm a coheiive whole, and there are a
couple of papers that contribute little to
the volume. The chapters include reports
of original research, accounts of practical
experiences, and descriptions of impor-
tant initiatives. The contributors include
some of the top names in the lield.

Thanks to last year's llurry of publish-
ing activity, both newcomers and more
seasoned veterans to GIS services in li-
braries have an array of resources from
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which to choose to increase their knowl-
edqe of this burgeoning field. As editors
Li;da Smith and Myke dluck aclarowledge
in their introduction, the Thirty-Second
Annual Clinic on Library Applications of
Data Processing coincided closely with
the publication of three special journal
issue's related to the same t6pic (p. t). Of

an appreciation of many ofthe chapters in
the 

'volume 
under ieview. Ali these

sources define the basic terms and con-
cepts needed to understand GIS technol-
ogy."' 

Geographic Informntion Systems and
Libraries opens with the clinics keynote
address bv Mark Monmonier. Author of
the 1985 book Technological Transition in

cussed in the GIS literature related to
libraries. Monmonier states, "I am not
aware that any library or archive is system-
atically preserving late twentieth-century
electron^ic cartogiaphy. Yet the challengb
is enormous because an adequate histori-
cal record would include not only maps,
data, sol'tware, and other artil'acts but also
information on how people . . . are using
cartoqraphic data" (p. l2). Archivists do
undeistand the challenge Monmonier de-
scribes, and this is an area ripe for coop-
eration between librarians and archMsts.
Like some other papers in the volume,
Monmonier's chapter reads like the script
of an oral presentation, which, unfortu-
nately, does not always make fbr an




